[BELOW] An Alaska Air
National Guard pararescueman
looks back into a Coast Guard
Air Station HC-130 Hercules,
while he and three other
rescuemen jump out of the
back of the plane during a joint
rescue deployment exercise
north of Anchorage.

OUT THERE

That Others May Live

Air Force’s elite rescue forces train, save lives in the Last Frontier
BY LISA MALONEY

W

HEN YOU STEP INTO THE

headquarters of the
Alaska Air National
Guard’s 212th Rescue
Squadron on Joint Base ElemendorfRichardson, you’re greeted by a cluster of
mannequins. Each represents one of the
disciplines that the 212th’s pararescuemen, also known as PJs, train to master:
combat operations, freefall parachuting,
water operations, mountain and cold
weather operations.
That last mannequin sometimes takes
visitors by surprise, because it’s dressed
in gear similar to what you’d find on any
civilian expedition to climb Denali. Small
wonder, since the PJs use the tallest
mountain in North America as a training
ground. Walk deeper into the headquarters building and you’ll find their “Denali

40

wall,” listing the names of all the PJs
who’ve summited the mountain—67
since 1958.
“Hands down, Denali is the best place
to train for search and rescue missions,
because anything can happen up there,”
explained Lt. Col. Komatsu, commander
of the 212th. That exemplifies the
pararescueman’s ultimate mission:
throwing himself knowingly into the
worst conditions imaginable, when all
other options have been exhausted,
because somebody is in need.
That brutal reality warrants an equally
brutal training program. If a PJ candidate
makes it through the notoriously hellish
10-week indoctrination course—
Komatsu said the washout rate changes
every year, but he’s never seen it lower
than 80 percent—he spends at least two
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Alaska Air Guardsman Capt.
Johh Romspert, a combat rescue
officer, prepares to be lowered
via hoist out of a helicopter
during a training mission held
near Mount Susitna.
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years in intensive schooling for the skills of
his new trade: dive school, jump (parachute) school, survival school, accelerated
paramedic school, then advanced medical
training for dealing with combat casualties and remote locations.
Like any technical skill, a PJ’s training is,
to some degree, perishable. If you want to
continually perform at peak efficiency and
ability, you have to train constantly—which
is what makes Alaska a PJ heaven of sorts.
Officially, the 212th is here to rescue
downed Air Force pilots in Alaska’s
Interior, although that happens only rarely;
their last military response in Alaska was
in 2010. But, as long as it doesn’t interfere
with their military mission, the members
of the 212th also perform civilian rescues—about one per week. As of mid-June,
their tally was 17 missions and 19.5 saves
(the .5 was a dog). These regular missions,
conducted in the most forbidding terrain
and weather Alaska can muster up, help
keep the members of the military’s most
elite search and rescue force at the top of
their game.

Calling Batman

“We call it the batphone,” says PJ Tech Sgt.
Ted Sierocinski, describing the special
ringtone that signals it’s time to go save a
life. Stranded climbers, plane crashes,

medical emergencies in remote areas,
jumping into the Bering Sea—you name
it, the PJs have done it.
“If it’s a bad emergency, we’re going to
find a way to get there,” Lt. Col. Komatsu
had explained. “We get pretty creative.”
Sierocinski and I sit in a conference
room while, around us, the PJs go about
their daily routines, eating, working out,
tending to non-emergent duty tasks and
waiting for the batphone to ring. PJs on
an alert shift never venture more than a
few miles from headquarters; wheels-up
response times typically range from 30 to
90 minutes, depending on the need to
recall additional men.
“No other team in the country has the
ability to do this,” Sierocinski says,
referring to the civilian rescues the 212th
is called upon to perform with such
frequency. When I ask Sierocinski what
led him to being a PJ, he tells me about
growing up participating in search and
rescue missions in New Mexico, working
as an EMT, and his experience with the
Civil Air Patrol. “I love the civilian SAR
side,” he said. “The ability for us to do
both [civilian and military SAR] up here is
phenomenal.”
Visible just outside the windows are
the PJs’ “cages,” single-person storage
units for each soldier’s gear, including

“Hands down, Denali is the best place to
train for search and rescue missions,
because anything can happen up there.”

Alaska Air National
Guardsmen with the
201th, 211th and 212th
Rescue Squadrons
participate in a winter
training mission.

For an inside look into the
PJs’ 10-week indoctrination
course and two years of intensive
training, check out “Surviving the
Cut: Air Force Pararescue” from the
Discovery Channel.
For a look into PJ operations in a
combat zone, watch the series
“Inside Combat Rescue” from the
National Geographic Channel,
which embedded a team of
National Geographic videographers
with members of the 38th Rescue
Squadron on active missions
in Afghanistan.

bags that are pre-loaded for a given
situation or emergency: technical
mountain bag, medical bag, water bag,
survival bag, flight bag. All they have to do
is grab the right bag and jump into the
right truck. One goes to the helipad of the
210th Rescue Squadron, an elite group of
Pave Hawk pilots. The other goes to the
equally elite 211th Rescue Squadron,
which fields HC-130 “Hercules” planes
that can sometimes operate in limited
visibility that would leave the Pave Hawks
grounded.
“No one’s ever left because they got
tired of doing this job,” Sierocinski says.
After all, in order to function at the level
that’s demanded of them, they have to
know what they’re capable of—and the
only way to find that out is by doing it.
That’s why the initial screening and
training—a never-ending stream of
physical and mental exertion, emphasizing the use of water (the most demanding
element PJs operate in), to simulate
combat stress—are so brutal, and why
Alaska is such a valuable duty station for
the PJs. Alaska makes it easy for them to
practice the sort of flexibility, quick and
decisive decision-making that will save
their lives—and many others—when
they’re deployed in the combat theater.
And whether you’re a stranded
mountaineer, victim of a small plane
crash or a warrior brother in need of
immediate rescue, there’s no better
feeling than knowing that the PJs are out
there, pushing the aviation-assisted
possibilities of the human body to the
very outer limit in order to fulfill their
credo: “That others may live.”
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